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Muddling Through
•

1959 article by Charles Lindblom,
“The Science of Muddling
Through”

•

Very influential in the public
policy/public administration world

•

Tried to resolve the debate
between the theoretical purists
and the political realists on policy
solutions

•

Argued that “muddling”
(incrementalism) is the most
pragmatic way to try and do big
policy changes

https://www.jstor.org/stable/97677
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US Approach to Space Traffic Management
Obama Administration
• Started interagency discussions on STM in 2010
• Debate over Dept of Commerce (DoC) vs Dept of Transportation (DoT)
• Established baseline definitions & outline, but did not come to a decision (but leaned
towards DoT)
Trump Administration
• Halted DoT pilot program, restarted interagency discussion
• Came to consensus on Space Policy Directive 3 (Jun 2018)
• Components largely same as under Obama, but implemented by DoC instead of DoT
• Congress appropriated SSA pilot budget in Dec 2020, but no new authorities
Biden Administration
• Endorsed implementing SPD-3 at DoC, major increase in budget request for FY23
• Office of Space Commerce remains inside NOAA/NESDIS, no new Director announced
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Two Ways of Approaching STM
National First (U.S.): Create national regime/framework, then seek agreement on
international rules/standards
International First (Europe): Get international agreement on rules/standards first, then
implement through national regimes/policy
• Whether you look at the aviation or maritime models, it’s clear you need both an international agreement
and national frameworks
• National frameworks alone lead to fragmentation
• International agreement is meaningless without national implementation and enforcement
• The question is not whether the U.S. or European approach is better, but rather how do we do both things
simultaneously?
• Very far away from international agreement on what the rules are in space (even just on right of way)
• Many countries lack the national regulatory framework and capacity to implement international
standards/rules
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Debate over definitions
Space Traffic
Control?

Space Traffic
Coordination?

Space Traffic
Management?

Space Traffic
Coordination and
Management?

Questions?
Thanks.
Brian Weeden,
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